eZ Transition
eZ Transition is a no-cost, user-friendly, online tool that supports
a wide range of employer return to work programs. It helps
reduce workers’ compensation costs and is accessible to Zurich
customers through our Web site at: www.zurichna.com.
eZ Transition will also complement a successful

Benefits of using eZ Transition
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policies and procedures. Moreover, those who

way to reduce the costs of employee injuries,
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of these costs.
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of workers’ compensation medical costs

eZ Transition users can create and store:
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and 14 to 25 percent of wage replacement
Customized RTW policies, procedures and

costs.

training materials
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percent this decade due to the growing

job demands

number of workers age 45 to 64.1

•

Temporary transitional work assignments

•

RTW program implementation and training

– Measurable costs for lost time per
employee is in excess of $5,000 per year.2

materials

•

– Disability costs are projected to rise 37

Job description profiles that outline physical

•

Reduced costs through the creation and
implementation of pre-injury (preventative)

Summaries of various state and federal laws

loss controls that will ultimately

including the Americans with Disabilities Act

impact/reduce lost workday cases

(ADA) and the Family and Medical Leave Act
(FMLA) which may impact employee absence

•

Pre-injury planning to better assure necessary
employee communications, prompt injury

and RTW policies

reporting and effective use of health care
In addition, eZ Transition is an easy-to-use,

provider networks

customized RTW resource each customer can
access and modify 24/7 for fast, effective

eZTransition@zurichna.com

communications to injured employees, health

or contact your

care providers, claims, and managed care
professionals.

For questions or more
information, e-mail us at:

Zurich representative.
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Source: Social Security Administration
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Source: Watson/Wyatt Worldwide

•

Improved RTW capabilities through the
creation of effective RTW policies and
procedures, guidance on the development of
job description profiles (with physical job
demands) and temporary transitional work
assignments

•

Better understanding of, and more effective
compliance with, state and federal
regulations including workers’ compensation,
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
and the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
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This is a summary of the eZ Transition tool. This information was compiled by Zurich Services Corporation from sources
believed to be reliable. We do not guarantee the accuracy of this information or any results and further assume no
liability in connection with eZ Transition, including any information, methods or return to work suggestions contained
in eZ Transition. Moreover, eZ Transition cannot be assumed to contain every acceptable return to work and compliance
procedure or that additional procedures might not be appropriate under the circumstances. Further, any laws and
the applicability of these laws to your organization should be addressed with your attorney since any information
from eZ Transition herein shall not be construed as legal advice nor can we state that these laws are current and
comprehensive with respect to your organization. Finally, the subject matter of eZ Transition is not tied to any specific
insurance product nor will adopting these suggestions insure coverage under any insurance policy.
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